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When you click the Geoportal tab, you will be able to see the list tab for you to choose which is layers and search.

This is a tool that can be use on the map to navigate, zoom in and out, interactive zoom and pan.
LAYERS

The **layers** tab with different colors indicates the label of the place/state.

![Layer List]

This layer can be seen on the map.
SEARCH

When you click `search` tab, you will be able to search place in Brunei using any of the option below:

Click any of the available option that you want to use.
PLACES OF INTEREST

Search using places of interest: Type in any place that you were looking for and click search, like an example shown below:

Example: places of interest: Gadong, and click search

The map will show the list of place that related to Gadong area

Click one of the areas from the list. Example: The Mall Gadong and you be able to see it on the map
LOT NUMBER (PARTIAL SEARCH)

Search using **lot number**: type in the lot number that you want to search. E.g. 1234 and click **search**, the result will show up all the lot number that has 1234 on the list. Click which one that you looking for on the list, the lot will be shown on the map. As the example below:
LOT NUMBER

Search using **lot number**: type in the lot number that you want to search. E.g 888 and click **search**, the result will show only the lot number exactly 888. Click the lot number on the list, the lot of the place will be shown on the map as shown below:
Search using **kampong name**: Type in the kampong name and click **search**, the list will be show up and click one that match your search, example below:

The map has shown the kampong place.
MUKIM NAME

Search using Mukim name: Type in the mukim name and click search, the list will be show up the place under one mukim and click one that match your search, example below:

The map has shown the Mukim map.
Search using **District name**: choose the one of the district from the drop down that you want to search, the list will be show the list of place in the district and click one of the place that match your search, the place will be shown on the map. Example below:
GEO COORDINATES

Search using **Geo coordinates**: Type in the coordinates and click **search**, and it will show up the place that you search using that coordinate, example below:

The coordinate is shown by the **red point** on the map.